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Disclaimer

This ebook has been written for informational purposes only. Every effort has been made to
make it as complete and accurate as possible. However, there may be mistakes in typography
or content. Also, this ebook provides information only up to the publishing date. Therefore, it
should be used as a guide and not as the ultimate source.

The purpose of this ebook is to educate. The author and the publisher do not warrant that the
information contained is fully complete and shall not be responsible for any errors or omissions.
The author and publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with
respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by this
ebook.

Links within this ebook are either to my own products, or products I endorse. I may receive a
small commission should you make a purchase through an affiliate link, at no extra cost to you.
My websites and book creation are supported through commissions and sales of my products.
Plus, if you like what you read you can show your support by pinning, sharing on social media,
or buy me a coffee.  Thank you for your continued support.
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Introduction

Are you happy with where you are financially in life?
Or are you just getting by?

In this ebook I’m going to give you over 150 ways to make extra money so you can
have the freedom you deserve.

But before I do that, let me introduce myself.

My name is Diane Ziomek, and I am over 50. I am an independent author, freelance
writer/blogger, fibre artist, and podcaster. I also design crochet patterns for practical
items, and create planners and other printables.

I started my Take On Life After 50 website in July 2019, just over a month after my 51st
birthday. At the time I wanted to build a website and blog to share my view on what
being over 50 was like. I was a part-time library assistant so I wasn't in a big panic to
build it quickly. It was to be a project I spent some time on during evenings and
weekends as time allowed.

My vision was to eventually monetize it so my husband and I could start enjoying more
time traveling and seeing what our beautiful country had to offer.

Skip ahead to May 2020 when my world came crashing down when he suffered a
cardiac arrest at the age of 54, and passed away at work. Almost all of the plans we had
died with him, and it was all I could do to get through each day. I was suddenly left
alone, a week before my 52nd birthday.

I decided to go ahead with our deck plans, and I spent about 6 weeks of the summer
building it. I did make it a little bigger than what we had discussed, and I’m glad I did.
There’s plenty of room on it for outdoor furniture, planters, and there’s still a lot of empty
space.

I resigned from my library position after taking a leave of absence for a couple of
months. My head was no longer in the game and I was quite fine with staying home. He
took care of me in death as he had in life, so I didn’t have to work if I chose not to.
Instead I chose to spend my days working on the deck, tending to the greenhouse full of
tomatoes and other veggies, and learning how to live life without him.
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It took me over a year to get back to writing on my blog regularly. (I wrote in my journal
daily, but that was not for anyone else to see.) I then decided to concentrate on side
hustles for people over 50, and it has been a good niche.

My weekly posts are about different side hustles, and on November 30, 2021 I
published my first podcast episode. That was terrifying to do, but it’s getting easier as I
go along. As of writing, I’m still scripting my episodes. I do hope to get over the
nervousness and need to write it all out and just sit down, hit record, and talk. Maybe by
the time I get to Episode 10 I’ll be more comfortable winging it...or maybe Episode 15.

Now to get back to why I have decided to write this book.
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Section 1

I used to take time with family and friends for granted. When Ross died without warning
I realized life is too short to spend most of it working. We had plans to travel more, to
upgrade our holiday trailer so we could camp more, and to visit family more often.

After just going through the motions for months I started getting back into doing the
things that used to bring me joy. I began crocheting again, and I spent some time (and
money) learning more about designing printable and digital planners. I took a few
courses so I could add to my Etsy Shop. In September 2021 I opened a second Etsy
Shop, which was to be for printables only. I also added digital planners and printable
cards.

Life isn’t just about having money. It’s also about doing the things you love and
spending time with those you most care about. The pandemic has caused a lot of upset
in our lives, from not being able to have traditional funerals (when support is needed
most) to isolation from family, friends, and the normalcy of everyday life. Lives have
been disrupted beyond measure, and we are all paying the price.

But, enough about that.

We are fortunate to live in a time where we can still communicate with others face to
face, even if we aren’t in the same room. Granted it’s not the same, but it is the next
best thing.

Plus, we are able to utilize technology and earn a living from home. And in many cases,
without disrupting the flow of how things are done.

I am all for spending time in my home office and working on my blog, books, and
podcast. And, I recently invested in a keyboard for my iPad so I can write away from my
office as well. In fact, a good portion of this book will most likely be written on my iPad.
Thanks Google for the Google Docs app!

Now, what does it mean to create the life you deserve?

It means not having to work so hard to make ends meet. It means being able to spend
more time with family and friends. It means being able to pursue hobbies and other
interests whenever you wish. It means being able to travel the world if you so choose.
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There are thousands of ways to make money, no matter what your education level or
skill level. And no matter your age.

I have spent most of my life looking for ways to earn money that didn’t consist of a
traditional job. From babysitting in my early teens to writing fiction as an adult, and
countless things in between. I have, I just realized, been side hustling for over 40 years.

Some of those side hustles were total flops, and some were a little more lucrative. I’d
have to say I have gained the most satisfaction from being able to help and/or entertain
others through my writing.

For me it’s more than just writing for money. If I wanted to do only that I’d still be
selling my services on gig platforms. I don’t have anything against those, and in all
honesty I still have one gig listed. But I am no longer low-balling just to get the work. I
know my time is worth more than a dollar an hour, so I may not be writing for clients on
that site anytime soon. (See #16 for more on gig sites.)

Starting a side hustle when we’re older gives us an advantage over people half our age,
especially in this century. We know the value of hard work, we can survive without the
internet for more than 30 seconds, and we can count change back without needing a
cash register or calculator to do it for us.

Plus, we have life’s experiences to draw on. And that alone is worth something.

We’ve seen a lot of changes in our lives. We went from using a manual typewriter to
using a laptop. Do you remember when Liquid Paper came out? It was fantastic
because errors could be fixed while typing instead of having to retype an entire
document. Now we have the backspace or delete button.

We knew how to use a rotary phone, and rarely messed up when we called someone.
And that was a time when we actually knew phone numbers of family and friends. And
even our own for that matter. Now I barely know my own phone number, not to mention
anyone else’s. Show a teenager or even 20-something person a rotary phone and they
have no idea how to use it.

Oh, the good old days!

We’ve been through recessions, watched interest rates fluctuate, and were convinced
we’d never get anywhere without a college education. Some of us took our own path,
while others followed the masses. And don’t even get me started on the equality issue.
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Times have changed, the dynamics of business are changing, and the pandemic has
wreaked havoc in the world as we knew it. There is more uncertainty than ever before,
but those of us over 50 can better deal with that uncertainty because we’re resourceful.

And that resourcefulness can lead you to creating your own income, doing what you
love. It doesn’t matter if you still choose to work full-time (or have to in many cases). I
know many reading this book still have another 10 or more years to go before they’re
able to retire. And my guess is if you are reading it, then you want to either retire early
or need a side hustle to fund your dream.

But what if you could supplement your income and take an early retirement? Or scale
back the hours you put in at your current job so you have more time doing what you
enjoy? And for those of you with grandchildren, wouldn’t it be wonderful to spend more
time with them?

We all have our reasons for wanting to escape the 9 to 5, or whatever crazy hours the
regular job entails. No one can say your reasons are stupid, or you’re being selfish, or
you’re never going to succeed. Don’t let the naysayers win.

A little backstory before I get on with the rest of the book. My first husband told me
writing was stupid, and I’d never get anyone to read anything I wrote. A few years after
our divorce I wrote my first article online and the positive feedback was so much more
than I had been led to believe would happen.

My second husband and his family believed in me; more so than my own did. It just
goes to show you that your support may not come from where you think it should, but
don’t let that stop you from pursuing your dreams.

You are, after all, deserving of more time to do what you want. Time is limited so make
the most of it. We have no control over when our number is up. Do you want to be
remembered as someone who worked until their dying day, or someone who lived for
quality time with family and friends?

I never thought in a million years I’d become a widow before my 52nd birthday, but it
happened. And that life event changed my perspective on so many things. I hope you
can take the information in this book and run with it. Create the life you deserve.
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Section 2

We all have different skills and abilities. Something I have learned is to embrace what
I’m good at and not work so hard to fix my shortcomings. In all honesty, this is a
realization I came to less than a year ago.

I think we’re trained right from an early age to conform and do what we’re expected to.
Color within the lines, get a college education and a “real” job, don’t do anything to
upset the natural order of how things are supposed to be. If you’re reading this, then I
know you understand what I’m saying.

In order to start a side hustle, the first thing you need to know is why you want to do it.
Is it for extra money to pay the bills, or is it for a vacation fund? Or is it so you can quit
your day job and travel the world?

Once you have that figured out, it’s time to decide on just what you’ll do. Are you a
creative person who would love to spend the days painting, quilting, building, or writing?
Or are you a people-person that would love to be paid to engage in conversations with
others?

No matter your interests and abilities, there’s something you can do to increase your
bottom line...and have fun doing it.

Before I get to the ideas section there are some things you should keep in mind when
side hustling.

● First of all, as I said before, you’re in it to have fun. If you’re still working a day job
that you don’t like, don’t spend the rest of your time on a side hustle you don’t
like. That’s counter-productive and it’ll just make you bitter.

● Second, keep records of what you spend and what you earn. If you’re not
earning anything even with hustling, or going in the red, it’s time to find
something else. Once again, counter-productive. You’re hustling to improve your
financial situation, not make it worse.

● Third, don’t forget why you started it in the first place. If you started it to have
more time with your family and friends, make sure you are taking time to spend
with them. This is where ideas 3 or 6 would come in handy. Plus both have the
potential to replace your current income.
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Section 3

This section is the lengthiest of the three and is going to give you 17 general ideas,
each with multiple more specific ideas. In essence, this ebook has over 150 ideas, not
just 17. So go ahead and peruse the list, then pick one thing to start.

1. Crafts

I don’t know about you, but I have always leaned toward the crafty and creative side of
things when it comes to side hustles. Sure, when I was younger I spent time babysitting,
but ultimately my creativity has been where the majority of my side hustle income has
come from.

When my son was little I cut 5” squares of fabric, took out an ad in a craft magazine,
and sold those squares via mail order. As time went on I eventually added hearts and
circles to my selection, and different sized squares. It gave me a few extra dollars, but
was a lot of work. When my daughter came along I had less time to fill orders so put it
on the back burner.

When the kids were a little older I got back into quilting and opened a little shop in the
town we lived in. The demand wasn’t there at the time, and after re-evaluating the
expenses of the shop and childcare, I closed it and moved on to other things.

Prior to babies I would spend time making crafty items and stock up for the Christmas
Markets in our area. Sometimes I would do well, other times not so much. I think if I had
been more outgoing I could have done better, but that’s not my personality.

When you’re making and selling crafts you don’t always get paid much for your time.
Crafters tend to undervalue their time, as the items are often made when they “have a
minute or two”. I know I’m just as guilty of that as the next person. And it is that
undervaluing of time that contributes to people thinking they should get handmade items
for next to nothing.

In the early 90s I took an afternoon course on how to price handmade items. By the
time all was said and done, the instructor basically said if we made $5/hour we were
doing well. I have seen items sold for less than the cost of the materials, not to mention
the investment of time.
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A little thing to remember when you’re faced with someone who says they could make
what you’re selling cheaper: say “Maybe, but will you make it?” That conversation can
only go one of two ways. They’ll either walk away, or buy it. Someone who understands
how much time goes into handmade things will most likely buy it.

I have to admit, I used to be the person saying I could make it cheaper, but do you know
what? I never did make any of the things I should have bought.

Over the years I have made and sold countless crocheted items, plus the patterns I
have designed for simple household items. My best selling patterns have been my
lingerie bag and a sweater.

Some crafts you could make and sell as a side hustle are:

● Slippers
● Hats
● Scarves
● Mittens
● Afghans
● Quilts
● Rugs
● Placemats/table runners
● Dishcloths
● Amigurumi
● Macrame plant hangers
● Wallhangings
● Jewelry
● Woven baskets
● Handmade greeting cards

2. Pet Products

Billions of dollars are spent on pets every single year, just on toys, treats, professional
grooming, etc. That’s not even including the regular vet visits and vaccinations. Some
pets are more spoiled than human children.
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I have a dog and two cats, and they keep me entertained on a daily basis. Plus they’re
nice to cuddle with as well. My dog is going to be 13 in a few months and has lost his
vision and most of his hearing, but still loves his cuddles and belly scratches.

After he went missing for a few days I invested in a tracker for him. I am forever grateful
to the woman who took time to make sure he was returned to me. He’s a little more
anxious now, but a simple pat on the head or quick scratch is all it takes to reassure
him. Plus the medicated treats also help.

If you have a love for animals you can earn a decent income from a pet-related side
hustle. I have listed hustles mainly for dogs and cats as that’s what I have, but if you’re
a bird, fish, or exotic pet owner you can work from that knowledge as well.

Some pet-related side hustle ideas are:

● Dog treats
● Snuffle mats
● Cat toys
● Cat trees
● Leashes
● Collars
● Engraved tags
● Grooming
● Pet-sitting
● Dog walking
● Dog toys
● Dog sweaters and booties

3. Printables

This is becoming big business for a lot of people. The beauty is it’s something that can
be done once, and then the files are uploaded to Etsy, your website, or another
eCommerce platform. Sales are made and files are automatically delivered to the
customer.

I have the majority of my printables in my Etsy Shop, TOLA50Printables. I have also
added digital planners, which are hyperlinked and made to be used with annotation
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apps such as Goodnotes. I learned how to make printables on PowerPoint by taking a
workshop at Share Your Brilliance. I think there are some wonderful courses and
resources. The one I took was Create 30 Products in 30 Days, and I made some fun
products following the course.

A new-to-me platform is Gumroad, which is one of the places I will be using for this
ebook. So if you’re reading this, there’s a good chance you’ve heard of it. And as I like
to give as many people as possible the opportunity to learn from me, it will also be
available on other platforms as well.

The list of printables that can be made is growing, but some are:

● Calendars
● Planners
● Journals
● Invitations
● Cards
● Wall art
● To-do lists
● Chore charts
● Pet-sitter lists
● Babysitter lists
● Coloring pages
● Games
● Trip itinerary
● Posters
● Word art
● Certificates
● Coupons
● Stationery

4. Gardening

Gardening is big business, and now that COVID-19 has made the world a crazy place,
it’s even more apparent. More people are growing their own food, creating their own
outdoor oasis, and trying their hand at growing plants indoors.
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I have always loved gardening, and used to dream of having my own greenhouse big
enough for bedding plants, cucumbers, tomatoes, and even more temperature-sensitive
plants. Any attempts I have made at building a greenhouse in the last 15 years have
ended in disaster, but I have not given up yet. Perhaps a 4-season sunroom would be a
better option for me. And built by a professional.

When I was growing up we had a huge garden, as did my grandparents. Ours was
mainly filled with potatoes, carrots, cucumbers, and peas, from what I remember. My
grandparents’ garden however, also consisted of brussel sprouts, beans of varying
types, strawberries, raspberries, lettuce, radishes, corn, cabbage, tomatoes, peppers,
and a variety of flowers.

I can remember eating more peas than what went into the bowl, and more raspberries
than what went into the bucket. Summer spent at my grandparents’ house was my
favorite.

My grandma also had a variety of houseplants, which I often looked after when she was
away. She could make any plant grow, but had a special touch when it came to African
Violets. I, on the other hand, can’t keep them alive no matter how hard I try. When she
got sick I was given her plants, and killed every single African Violet. I managed to keep
the others alive for a number of years, which was somewhat of a consolation.

My houseplant collection has grown in the last couple of years again, which has made
me happy. Several of them belong to my daughter, but she doesn’t have the space for
them in her new place so they are purifying my air instead. There was a time when I had
well over 40 plants in my house, but a change of circumstances and residence cut that
number down considerably for many years.

No matter what type of gardening you enjoy, there is money to be made. The list below
is only the beginning.

● Bedding plants
● Market gardens
● U-picks
● Garden decor
● Garden furniture
● Landscaping
● Micro-green growing
● Lawn care
● Wood chip sales
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● Soil amendment
● Planter boxes
● House plants

5. Teaching

At first thought teaching doesn’t seem like a side hustle, but it’s not all about teaching in
an academic environment. There are plenty of people who can teach others how to do
something that doesn’t need to end with a college degree.

I have published a couple of classes on Skillshare, a teaching platform designed to help
others share their knowledge; and get paid for it. This particular platform bases earnings
on minutes watched and referrals, but there are other options.

I have taken classes on sites such as Udemy, Teachable, and Teachery, in addition to
Skillshare. The nice thing about the first three is the fact you can set your price and
provide an in depth course. Plus each platform does have tutorials on how to best utilize
each feature.

No matter your area of expertise, you can provide the audio, video, and printed
materials for classes on or off-line. The list below is only a portion of what can be done.

● Workshops
● Online courses
● In-person classes
● Tutoring
● Sign language
● Prenatal classes
● Exercise classes
● First aid
● Babysitting classes
● Craft classes
● Writing classes
● Art classes
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6. Writing

Writing can be one of the most lucrative side hustles anyone can do. Keep in mind that
not all writers are paid the same, because there are different types with different pay
scales.

I have written articles for pay and for revenue share sites (which I still earn from
because the content I submitted was evergreen), blog posts, ebooks, short stories,
novellas, novels, resumes, letters, reports, and more. I have even dabbled in a bit of
poetry, but it isn’t anything I have shared with others.

My mom was a writer, as was my great uncle on mom’s side of the family. They were
both great at poetry, and my great uncle had his work published for family and friends in
a book. His poems also appeared in a local paper at the time, as did mom’s. There’s
definitely writing in my blood.

Some types pay more than others, so if you’re interested in making some money I
suggest copywriting. There are a lot of books on the subject, but the one I have and
refer to often is The Copywriter’s Handbook 4th Edition by Robert W. Bly. I am also
partway through The Accelerated Program for Six-Figure Copywriting by AWAI
(American Writers & Artists Institute). The latter is an expensive course, but well worth it
if you are serious about writing for clients.

I have invested time and money in additional writing courses over the years, but always
fall back on writing for myself. I think the best course I have taken is Nick Usborne’s
How to Write Your Own Money-Making Websites. His course was behind me starting
both of my websites, and although I’ve had a major hiccup in life (see intro), I am now
back to spending time on both of them.

When I want to escape my world I write fiction; romance to be precise. I have dabbled in
short stories for contests (Polar Expressions Publishing has published two of my stories
in anthologies), but I enjoy writing romance the most. I don’t ever expect to be as
famous as Robyn Carr or Nora Roberts, but it is their stories that have inspired me to be
a romance writer.

The list below is off the top of my head, and each one on the list can have multiple
subtypes.

● Copywriting
● Fiction
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● Nonfiction
● Children’s books
● Video scripts
● BtoB (business to business)
● BtoC (business to consumer)
● UX (User Experience)
● Ebooks (how to’s niched down)
● Social media posts
● Resumes
● Articles
● White papers
● Case studies
● Guides
● Letter writing
● Poetry
● Websites
● Blogs

7. Sewing

If you love to sew you can make money on the side. Some types are more tedious than
others, so pick the type you’ll enjoy the most. I love to sew, but prefer making things
from a pattern rather than alterations and repairs.

When I had my fabric shop I used to do the occasional alteration or repair, but it was
more for the income than the enjoyment. Creating something new brings me much more
satisfaction. I do, however, know others who would sooner alter clothing than make
quilts. There’s no right or wrong, as it really boils down to personal preference.

Some ways to make money sewing are:

● Making quilts - from baby to king
● Placemats and table runners
● Hemming and alterations
● Replacing zippers
● Stuffed toys
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● Blankets (made from fleece or minky fabric)
● Clothes
● Bags and purses
● Customized embroidery
● Memory bears (made from a deceased loved one’s shirt)

8. Woodworking

My maternal grandpa was a carpenter, and I can remember him making a fishing boat
for him and my grandma. He had a hand in many of the houses and businesses that
were built in the 40s - 60s in different areas of the province. He built my grandma a
china cabinet, which now sits in my living room. It’s not the fanciest cabinet, but it was
made with love for her. And I am proud to say it was something he built, and thankful it
is part of my furniture.

I personally haven’t done a lot with wood, aside from building my deck and a few garden
beds. I was told I should go into the deck-building business, but I think I’ll pass. It was a
challenge I took on, but not something I want to spend summer days doing. I am proud
of how it turned out, and enjoy it as much as the weather permits. The only part of it I
don’t enjoy is shoveling the snow off of it in the winter.

If you enjoy working with wood, the list below should get you started.

● Toys
● Bowls
● Garden decor
● Garden furniture
● Indoor furniture
● Spinning wheels
● Spindles - drop and Turkish (for spinning fibre into yarn)
● Picture frames
● Games (chess, crokinole, Jenga, etc.)
● Clocks
● Puzzles
● Shelving units
● Birdhouses
● Doll houses and furniture
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9. Ebay

Selling on eBay has provided a good side hustle income for thousands of people,
myself included. Granted it’s not something I have done a lot of, simply because it’s not
what I want to do day after day. For me having to ship physical products isn’t practical,
as I live 20 minutes from the nearest post office. And in the winter, I’m not guaranteed to
be able to get into town for several days after a snowstorm as my road is one of the last
to get cleared.

Many people make a full-time income selling items such as the ones listed below. I have
bought a few things from ebay sellers over the years, such as printer ink, books, and
fabric. There are entire books written about how to make money selling on the platform.

● Books
● Clothes
● Toys
● Craft supplies
● Fabric
● Models - cars, airplanes, ships, etc.
● Games
● CDs
● DVDs
● Candles
● Small appliances
● Vehicles
● Furniture
● Puzzles
● Electronics
● Garden decor
● Handmade crafts
● Gardening supplies
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10.Ride Sharing

If you live in an urban area you can use your vehicle for some extra cash. This of course
requires you to be available, but the beauty is you choose your own hours. It’s also a
potential service you could offer in a smaller community, as cabs aren’t always
available, and public transit is non-existent.

I don’t know much about the process as I have never been a ride-share driver, nor have
I ever used the service. My location doesn’t exactly lend itself to services like that, but
yours might.

Rideshare service sites such as Uber and Lyft will be in a better position to explain the
process than I am. I included it in this ebook as I do know it’s something a lot of people
do in the larger centers.

11. Hobby farming

Living out in the country is, in my opinion, the best place to live. The wide open spaces,
little traffic, frogs croaking, birds chirping, and not another house in sight is what I love.
Plus the chance of seeing wildlife on a regular basis is incredible. I see deer quite often,
and their tracks in the snow almost every day. My road sometimes has more deer traffic
than people traffic.

When you have the space you have more options. And depending on how much space
you do have, you can earn some extra income from a hobby farm. Not all farms are
created equal though.

If a hobby farm is something you’re considering there are things to take into
consideration. The biggest is whenever you have animals you have to be there to make
sure they’re fed, watered, and protected from the elements. As with all farming, expect
to not make a lot of money. In my part of the world (and many others I’m sure) farmers
have other jobs to supplement their farm income. Small scale farming is usually not
enough to support a family.

This isn’t meant to dissuade you in any way, but it is a fact of farming. I for one love my
wide open spaces, and the community I call home. I have had alpacas and loved every
minute of it, but when we decided we were going to start traveling more I gave them to a
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neighbor. I do miss them, but I also enjoy not having to go out and take care of them
when it’s -40.

Some options are:

● Alpacas - sell the fiber and babies
● Chickens - sell the eggs
● Land rental
● Cattle - for calves and meat
● Goats - fiber and babies
● Sheep - wool and babies
● Market garden
● U-pick
● Exotic birds - breeding and then selling the chicks
● Pigs - sell the babies
● Animal feed - hay, grain, fodder
● Garden plot rental (if you’re close to a town or city)

12.Subscription Boxes

This has been a thing for a long time, but not near the level it is now. COVID has forced
people to stay home more, and even getting simple things from local stores is hard.
Online shopping has increased, one of the reasons being only “essentials” could be
bought in the stores. I personally disagree with this labeling because what may not be
essential to one person is to another. For example, clothes for kids. They’re still
growing, no matter what is going on in our world. How can a store refuse customers
access to clothing?

But I digress.

When thinking about subscription boxes, be aware there are upfront costs associated
with them. Depending on what you choose to offer, you may have to wait on shipments
from other companies. And never sell more of what you can provide.

In the case of this venture, I highly suggest offering a limited number. And if you’re
selling through a website, be sure the quantities are updated immediately to prevent
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sales of a product you no longer have. Most ecommerce platforms have a “quantity
available” section and will say the item is out of stock as soon as the last has been sold.

Depending on the type, some are more suited for larger centers than others. Perishable
items would not be recommended for any distant shipping unless you have the proper
shipping containers, such as freezer packs or dry ice.

If you make your own crafts or body care products, adding a subscription service may
be just the thing to ensure you are able to sell what you make in a timely fashion.

One idea could be bath bombs, lip balms, bath salts, crocheted soap saver, reusable
makeup remover pads (crocheted), and a small mesh bag. All of these things are easy
to make and you can offer a variety of scents based on the essential oils you may have.

Some ideas for subscription boxes are:

● Food with recipes
● Body care products
● Bath products
● Pet products
● Craft kits
● Toys/games
● Gardening supplies
● Kitchen gadgets
● Block/pattern of the month with supplies
● Sports equipment
● Supplements

13.Baking/Cooking

If you love to bake and cook but don’t want to eat it all, why not sell your goodies for
some extra cash?

Granted, you may need to use a separate kitchen depending on regulations. Each
province or state has its own set of rules, so it’s wise to do a bit of research just to be on
the safe side. When I first started selling at markets there were a few women who baked
and sold their goodies.
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As time went on the rules changed, and the only one who was able to continue was the
one who had a separate kitchen available. That ruffled more than a few feathers in our
little group, and soon one had the monopoly in the baking department.

Some things to tempt the taste buds are:

● Cookies
● Cake
● Cupcakes
● Squares
● Pies
● Bread/buns
● Cinnamon buns
● Cabbage rolls
● Cheese rolls
● Lasagna
● Meatballs
● Cheesecake

14.Small engine repair

If you love to tinker with engines, this could be an ideal side hustle for you. You don’t
have to be a certified mechanic to fix a lawnmower, and if you can do that then your
services will be utilized. It’s often cheaper to fix than replace. (I won’t say always
because I had a lawnmower that would have cost me well over $500 to fix, and I bought
a new one for less than $400.)

You could specialize in one of the following, or do them all. It’s up to you.

● Lawnmowers
● Weed eaters
● Chainsaws
● Hedge trimmers
● Leaf blowers
● Snow blowers
● Lawn tractors
● Riding mowers
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15.Painting

If you don’t mind the prep work that goes with it, painting houses and businesses could
be a lucrative side hustle. You can decide if you want to take on big projects, or just do
little ones. Or if you want to do interior, exterior, or both.

Starting a painting side hustle doesn’t have to cost a lot because chances are you
already have a lot of the supplies handy. If you own your own home and have done any
of your own painting, you’ll most likely have rollers, brushes, drop cloths, trays, tape,
and more.

Plus you can decide if you want to offer single colour services, or if you want to do
textures, designs, murals, etc.

Some things you could paint are:

● Houses - inside and/or outside
● Businesses - inside and/or outside
● Fences
● Decks
● Furniture

16.Gig Sites

This is the last side hustle on this list, but not the last available ever. Gig sites are
becoming more respected as a place to earn extra cash, as the freelancers on them are
demanding higher rates for their work. When I started with Fiverr in 2012 the rates were
$5 for pretty much whatever anyone would do. The platform has evolved and now
commands better quality writing and other services. For that I am grateful, because it is
eliminating the workers who did things half-assed. No matter if I was writing for $5 or
$50, I always did my best.

Some of the services you could provide on gig sites are:
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● Copywriting
● Content marketing
● Web design
● Graphics design
● Ebook covers
● Resume services
● Virtual assistant services
● Digital marketing
● Animation
● Voice overs
● Podcast editing
● Songwriting
● Teaching

17.Direct Sales Product Consultant/Distributor

Since the pandemic started, party plan sales have skyrocketed. The ability to attend
in-home parties has been restricted, but the online sales and opportunities are massive.
A couple months after Ross passed away I was invited to a Pampered Chef online
party, and as a result I became a consultant. It gave me something to focus on plus I
was able to upgrade some of my cookware.

I had some very successful parties, but by the time my first anniversary came along I
wasn’t that interested in it. My director, however, hosts shows on Facebook all the time,
plus does a lot of videos to demonstrate the products and recipes. That method is not
one I cared to do, so did my parties over a few days with a few posts throughout the
day.

I also joined Young Living as a distributor in 2020, more to increase my essential oil
supply than anything else. I will continue with this one as there really isn’t any pressure,
and I use a lot of the products regularly.

I’m sure the list below isn’t all of the companies that have consultants/distributors, but
they're the ones I have either been a part of over the years or am familiar with. Some
have wonderful incentives as part of their plan, such as bonuses and trips.

The nice thing with most of the bigger companies is the products pretty much sell
themselves. The only job the consultant/distributor has is to show it being used in
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different ways. Plus, most have existing websites and representatives have a special
URL they can give to potential customers. When the customer places an order, the
representative earns the commission and the company takes care of the packaging and
shipping.

Some of the larger companies that have consultants/distributors nationally or globally
are:

● Pampered Chef
● Tupperware
● Avon
● Creative Memories
● Mary Kay Cosmetics
● Scentsy
● Arbonne
● Younique
● Sunset Gourmet
● Epicure
● Watkins
● Thirty-One Gifts
● Melaleuca
● Discovery Toys
● Thrive

Wrapping it up

The side hustles mentioned in this short ebook are just the tip of the iceberg. If you can
do it, make it, grow it, then chances are someone will need it or want it. Whether it’s a
physical item, a digital product, or a service, someone out there is willing to pay you for
your time and expertise.

And because it’s a side hustle, don’t lose sight of why you’re doing it in the first place. If
you’re hustling to earn extra money for a vacation, don’t forget to set aside time for that
vacation. If you’re hustling to free yourself from a hectic schedule, don’t cram in even
more work. Do something that can be put on autopilot, so to speak, so you aren’t
burning the candle at both ends.
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Plus, it’s supposed to be fun. If you’re not enjoying it, you’re defeating the purpose.
You’re supposed to be creating the life you deserve, and you do not deserve to work
harder now than you did when you were younger.

Take one side hustle idea from this list to start, or one of your own. I’m sure it’s safe to
say the ideas in this ebook have sparked more ideas for you. Let me know which you
picked, and how it’s working for you. I’d love to hear your story!

Bonus

As I read through the pages I wrote, I realized I missed an important side hustle. Or
rather, a type of side hustle.

What I failed to mention was service providers. Yes, some of the above categories have
services listed, but there are many more that haven’t been. There will be some
duplicates, but only because they belong in this section as much or more than in the
others.

As an added bonus I’ll include a brief description of each as well.

Bookkeeper

If you like numbers, entering income and expenses into a computer using bookkeeping
software, or manually into a spreadsheet could be a great side hustle. For some, the
tried and true columnar book is all that’s wanted or needed.

Housecleaner

Let’s face it, some people just don’t like to clean, or they don’t have time. Or their health
makes it difficult for them. Providing this service to one or more clients can fund a
vacation, new car, or home renos. You are in control of how many clients to have, and
how often you work. You can choose to either provide your cleaning supplies, or have
your client supply them.
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Housesitter

When people are away for more than a day or two they feel better about having
someone check in on their house. Some even prefer that someone stays there while
they’re gone, especially if they’re going to be gone for several days. Most of us have
family or friends nearby to check in on our homes, but for those that don’t you could be
what makes their vacation truly relaxing.

Babysitter

If you love children and don’t mind getting down on the floor to play with them, this could
be an ideal way to earn some extra cash. Most communities have agencies so parents
know their children are being left in capable hands. Plus, the agencies take care of the
billing and remuneration so you don’t have to worry about whether or not you’ll get paid.
You don’t have to go through an agency, but it does protect you more so than if you
choose to have private clients. Do what works best for your situation and enjoy seeing
the world through their eyes.

Lawn Care/Snow Removal

If you want to get some exercise and earn money at the same time, this is a good way
to do it. It’s amazing how many steps you can get while walking behind a lawnmower or
snowblower, or when using a shovel. (My FitBit records are proof of that.)

Delivery Service

Whether it’s groceries, food, pizza, or alcohol, chances are someone in your community
needs something delivered. You can choose what you want to do, and pick your hours.
Some small town grocery stores don’t have the staff to deliver groceries but will
subcontract the task.

Homecare

If you’re a retired or semi-retired healthcare worker, this may be something you prefer to
do. When I worked for our local F.C.S.S. in my early twenties, our job was to take care
of our clients’ medical and personal needs, as well as any house cleaning that needed
to be done. The rules have changed since then in our province and homecare is strictly
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for medical and personal needs. It does require a strong stomach and back, as wound
care and client transferring are often needed.

Caterer

If you like to cook then this might be a great little side hustle. You can choose how often,
who you’ll cater to, and how near or far from home. Some caterers prefer weddings
while others would rather do business lunches.

Handyman

Are you someone who likes to fix and/or build things? Doing minor repairs and small
projects for others could be just the thing for you. Fixing leaky taps, painting fences,
cleaning gutters, or even putting up shelves are all things not everyone knows how to
do. Or they’re too busy and would rather pay someone. If that’s the case, let it be you.

Consultant

Have you spent your working life in a particular field, but are ready to scale back a little?
Why not offer your services as a consultant? This could include accounting, career
counseling, gardening, publishing, writing, and more. Keep in mind you’ll only be talking
to clients about their needs in these fields, not actually doing the physical labor. You will
have the resources and contacts available, and this information commands a higher
price.

The above 10 services are just a portion of what’s out there. The bottom line is to do
what you enjoy. When you love what you do it really doesn’t seem like work at all.
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About the Author

Diane Ziomek is a 50-something independent author/entrepreneur living in Alberta
Canada who loves sharing knowledge and helping others on the topic of side hustles.

She is a passionate person who will go the extra mile to help others fulfill their dreams
of creating the life they deserve, and has experience with many of the side hustles she
talks about.

Diane's words of wisdom:

"You’re never too old to try something new. And you’re definitely never too old to learn. "

If you would like to learn more about Diane, her books, and her podcast, please visit:

www.takeonlifeafter50.com

Or, if you would like to learn more about Diane’s gardening site and expertise, please
visit:

www.allingardening.ca
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